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as is done with wrought iron boilers, new parts may be sub
stituted, just as bricks may be taken out, and new ones re
placed in a building. The patching of a damaged wrought 
iron boiler makes it weaker. The renewal of any part of the 
Harrison boiler gives it its original strength. 

The experiments heretofore described, have been conducted 
to aetermine the safety and durability of the boiler under un
usual and eevere usage, or rather to determine whether any 
danger can result from submitting this kind of boiler to those 
circumstances which, in ordinary wrought iron boilers, are 
thought to result in explosions or great injury to the boiler. 

The Committee are impressed with the great utility of the 
boiler, as one perfectly safe and free from all danger of explo
sion even when carelessly used. This recommendation alone, 
in a humanitarian point of view, must strongly commend it to 
public fuvor. During the experiments, its steam-making 
qualities were favorably noticed, and such boilers in actual use 
a8 your Committee have had an opportunity to examine, seem 
to give satisfaction in point of economy; but in the absence 
of all experiments in this direction, conducted under their im
mediate supervision, they do not feel qualified to report in fig
ures us to its steam-making efficiency. 

Compuring cast iron plates with wrought iron ones of the 
same thickness, the transmission of heat is known to be in fa
vor of the former; hence the material, if in a safe form, is bet
ter adapted to economical steam-making than wrought iron. 
Ordinary boiler plate is seldom less than one fourth of an inch 
thick, and more commouly three eighths, particularly for high 
pressure. The castings used in the experiments for safety, 
were not over three eighth!! of an inch thick, and in one boiler 
set up in a form adapting it to marine purposes, some of the 
uuits were only three sixteenths of an inch thick, and were 
worked �uccessfully at one hundred pounds pressure, driving 
all the machinery in Mr. Harrison's factory in an efficient 
manner. The principle of enlargement of the boiler by addi
tion of units, and the fact that it can be constructed in any 
shape or style, just as varipus kinds of buildings are construct. 
cd of ordinary bricks, places it in the power of the engineer 
to adUl)t it in its form to the requirements of each particular 
case; so that with the known advantage of the use of cast 
iron, and the unlimited scope in the arrangement of heat ab
sorbing surface, coupled with the demonstrated fact of safety, 
your Committee unbe.;;:tatingly a:;>proved and heartily recom
mend it to public favor. 

Sub-committee appointed to make the examination: Cole
man Sellerl!, Chairman; John Agnew, John F. Frazer, Henry 
Morton, J. C. Cresson. 

.. _ .. 
Iron Works In Alabatna. 

From an old subscriber, F. Watson, of the Brierfield Iron 
Works, fifty miles from Selma, Ala., in Bibb county, we have 
a very gratifying account of the progress of the iron manufac
ture in his vicinity. He says :-

"These works are situated on the Alabama and Tennessee 
River Railroad. They were destroyed by Wilson in his raid, 
April, 1865, but have been partially rebuilt by a company of 
southern 'planters. They have now a hot-blast charcoal fur
llQce in operation, making fifteen tuns of iron per day, a mill 
for rolling me1'chantable bar iron, a pattern shop, machine 
sbop, and foundery, and will soon have in operation several 
additional puddling furnaces, billet rolls, nail-plate mill and 
a t least ten nail machines. A second charcoal furuace will 
soon be started." 

vVe are glad to hear of these evidences of enterprise at the 
South. Time, energy and perseverance, with capital, will 
eventually develope the riches of the Southern States so long 
dormant. 

�tlitllrial cfummary. 

THE DuRABILITY OF SUBMARINE CABLES is a problem just 
now very prominent in importance, and in the thoughts of 
inventors. We noticed a few weeks since, the faulty construc
tion and rapid destruction of cables hitherto laid, not except
ing the Atlantic, but omitted to mention that the last Atlan
tic cable is protected with galvauized wire, and has therefore 
a f�ir "expectation of life." The latest proposal we have 
seen for increasing the protection against oxidation, is that of 
Mr. Latimer Clark, (Eng.) who patents a cable, served over the 
iron with two brood, strong and porous webs of hemp satur
ated with bitumen: the two webs being served spirally in op
posite directions.-Another form of cable, somewhat novel in 
principle, has Leen patented lately by A. J. De Morat, Phila
delphia. The core conductor is wound with two consecutive 
ribbons of thin copper, breaking joints, a coating of gutta
percha is then applied, another pair of copper ribbons is served 
on, and so alternately the conductor and insulator are repeat
ed until sufficient thickness is obtained. The advantage 
sought by this arrangement lies in the concentric position of 
all the conductors, giving them" a common electrical atmo
sphere," and in working the conductors separately, as positive 
and negative, obtaining a greater velocity in signals. 

SoLUBLE BLUE.-Dr. Brucke obtains soluble Prussian blue 
by preparing a solution of 217 parts of yellow prussiate of 
potash and one of sesquichloride or tersulphate of iron made 
of 72 parts of protosulphate, or its equivalent of metallic iron, 
mixing each solution before they are brought together, with 
twice its volllme of cold saturated solution of giaubersalts. 
The iron liquor is then added to the prussiate, keeping them 
well stirred, the precipitate is washed by decantation, until 
the washings come of! blue. It is then transferred to a strainer, 
and afterwards dried and pressed between paper. 

J titutifit 1\tutritnu. 

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.-This great improvement in 
the British metropolis is interesting enough to warrant a 
short notice. The channel of the river is deepened by dredg
ing, and narrowed and defined by a massive wall of granite 
on each side, surmounted by a handsome parapet, making in 
effect a great stone basin or dock, open at the ends, and 
flanked with piers of a peculiar construction to rise and fall 
with the tide. Each pier is a sort of granite dock, through 
which the tide freely passes, and its surface or floor is support
ed on a floating pontoon, rising and falling in its granite 
chamber. Bridges, with one end hinged on the wall and the 
other resting on the pontoon, connect the piers with the 
shore. The north embankment is so far forward that the 
completion of the main portion may be expected within the 
present year, leaving only the part between the Tpmple and 
Blackfriar's Bridge, which is not yet under contract. The 
south embankment is in progress, as yet, only between West
minster and Lambeth bridges. On the land reclaimed from 
the river, there will be room for a superior class of warehouses 
etc., besides a magnificent road and promenade extending 
the whole length on each side. 

AMMONIA FROM THE ATMoSPHERE.-The nitrogen of the 
air is obtained and converted into ammonia (a compound with 
hydrogen, valuable for fertilizing and other purposes) by a 
process recently promulgated by MM. Marguerites and De 
Sourdeval. The air being passed through a calcined mixture 
of carbonate of baryta, iron filings, refuse of eoal tar, and saw
dust, the oxygen is converted into carbonic oxide, and the 
liberated nitrogen is introduced into a retort where bariunl is 
heated with charcoal, and there unites with the carbon, forming 
cyanogen, all.d with the metal, forming cyanide of barium. 
The cyanide is then decomposed by passing steam through it 
at a temperature less than 300°, and the nitroj!;en is disen
gaged in ammoniu. Nitric acid may next be obtained, per
haps, by oxidizing the ammonia. But the application of the 
process to practical purposes on the large scale, is quite a 
subsequent question 

IMPoRTANT TO INVENTORS.-At the suggestion of Capt. W. 
M. Mew of the Treasury Department, who has been for some 
time past, engaged in the consideration of the most efficient 
means for preserving life at sea, and the advancement and se
curity of the merchant service; public notice is given to all in-
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HYDRo-PROPULSION.-We observe a recent change of tone 
among English engineers in regard to the possibilities of this 
ferm of motor. The official result of the tJial of the Water
witch with the Vixen seems to show that with a very crude 
and wasteful arrangement of her water jets-wasting power 
both in lifting and short turns of the water ejected-she did 
quite as well as the steamer, making 9 knots with 750 indi
cated horse-power. At a subsequent trial with deeper dl'll.ft 
she did better, and" the results, bad as they are," says En
gineering, "have let! to sanguine predictions as to the 
final success of the jet system." 

THE! CHASSEPOT GUN.-It appears that the French Govern
ment is actually going into the manufacture of its pet arm. 
(See illustration in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, page 16.) A large 
contract has been made in England, and an order is being 
filled for two hundred lathes for a company in Paris, to be em
ployed in converting the present French rifles into" Chaese
pots." In view of the example of otherGovernments and the 
results of trials, this looks very much like sacrificing national 
safety to national vanity or private influence. It is true, how
ever, that experiments and trials are still making with thll 
Remington and other leading patterns. 

TELEGRAPH LIGHTNING PROTECTORS have been introduced 
in France with much promise of success, composed of two 
smooth brass plates about two inches square, placed one above 
the other, cnd separated by a sheet of paper, or probably still 
bitter, by a thin film of mica. One of the plates is in con
nection with the line, the other with the earth; and as soon as 
a !!trong tension occurs on the line, the electricity passes in 
sparks from the former plate to the latter, perforating the in
sulator between, and escaping into the earth. 

ERRATA.-The following corrections in Dr. Adolph Schmidt's 
article on making Bessemer steel, were received from the 
author after the article was printed. In the description of 
metal No. IV. strike out the words "and often partially 
fibrous." In the description of No. V., for the words, "its 
fracture is partly fibrous, partly grainy, with big dark colored 
grains "-substitute "its fracture is grainy, with bigger 
and darker colored grains, and sh@ws frequently a disposition 
toward fibrous structure." 

TlIjl ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH.-The latest report to the com-
ventors having any apparatus or improvements that in any pany states that its profits from the time of the opening of the 
way conduce to the object above specified, to present the in- line, July 28.1866, have been at the rate of 25 per !lent per 
ventions for examination before a committee acting under the annum on its capital ($3,00G,000) although the business is said 
authority of the Secretary of the Treasury, at a meeting to be to be only about one-twelfth of the .capacity of the two 
held in this city on the second Monday of April next. Such cables, in consequence of the exorbitant. rate charged. With 
inventions are to embrace steam-engine boilers and safety a view to still greater profits, the rate was reduced to $1 25 per 
valves, anti-incrustators, steam and water gages, stepring ap- h 1 f h word on t e st 0 Marc . One hundred words per minute 
paratus and life boats with detaching tackle. Inventors may Gall be sent through each cable. 
appear in person and explain their inventions, but no expen
ses will be allowed under any circumstances. 

A NEW COMET.-)£. Stephan, director of the observatolY at 
Marseilles, discovered on the 22d of January a new comet, of 
considerable brilliancy, generally round, and with a well de
fined nucleus. The train is supposed to be in line with the 
nucleus and the earth, and there10re concealed. (Some comets, 
like Betty Bo-peep's sheep, "bring their tails behind 'em.") 
The nucleus appears denser on one side than the other, lead
ing to the supposition that the train is fan-shaped. On Jan. 
25th, at 8h. 53m. 35s. P. M., the right ascension was 2h. 33m. 
53·5s.: north polar distance. 74° 26': hourly movement in 
right ascension +5.17s. Jllld in polar distance, -1'29'. The ap
pearance of this comet is regarded as highly opportune for 
following up recent developments in speetrum analysis. 

SAWING IRoN.-The endless band-saw is now used with great 
success in England for cutting out locomotive frame plates 
and other work of like character. A saw half an inch wide, 
one thirty-second of an inch thick, lubricated with soap and 
running at the rate of 200 feet a minute, cuts out i-inch 
plates at the rate of one inch feed per minute, and works 
four or five hours at this rate without sharpening. The finest 
angles, inward and outward, are cut with precision never at
tailled by old methods. An inscription of words, surmounted 
by the royal arms, the whole cut by the saw out of a heavy 
iron plate, is to be shown at the Paris Exposition� 

PETROLEUM ENGINEs.-Mr. Richardson's experiments under 
the patronage of the British Admiralty have resulted very en
couragingly with an ill-adapted boiler, the construction of 
which impeded a full gilBeous blast sufficient to consume the 
smoke as intended. During a trial of seven hours, 18.911bs. 
of water were evapororated per pound of fuel; the latter be
ing the crudest refuse of coal tar etc. This is more than dou
ble the best practice with coal. Mr. Richardson has applierl 
to the Admiralty for a large common marine boiler for further 
experiments in which it is expected that still better results 
must be obtained with an abatement of the smoke nuisance. 

PRESEBV ATION OF EXHIBITION PACKING CASES.-The Paris 
Chamber of Commerce has made the following proposal for 
taking care of empty cases in which goods have been for
warded to the Exposition: "For closing, numbering, remov
ing, and conveying the empty cases to the warehouses for 
storage, classing storing and insuring the same against fire 
during the Exhibition, and returning the same to the owners, 
two francs per case of one cubic meter and under, and for 
every additional metre or part of a metre,fifty centimes, about 
ten cents of our money. 

----

TRIAL OF HORSE HAY-FORK�.-The examining committee of 
the Farmers' Club, in the trial of horse hay-forks alluded to in 
our last issue, have made their report,wherein they award the 
first prize, in class No. 1, to Palmer's Excelsior sickle-tined 
fork, and the second prize to J. H. Chapman of Utica, N. Y. 
In class No. 2, comprising harpoon forks, the first prize is 
given tQ C. C. Blodgett of Watertown, N. Y., the second prize 
to Messrs. S. E. & L. B. Sprout, Muncy, Pa. 

COAL-CuTTING MACHINERY is wanted in the mines of Eng
land-as everything calculated to diminish the cost of iron 
making and to counteract the effect of strikes is now eagerly 
looked for by the alarmed English manufacturers-and prizes 
of £100, £200 and £500 respectively have been offered by the 
South Lancashire and Cheshire Association of Colliery Pro
prietors for the best three coal-cuttins machines submitted be· 
fore November next. 

RUSSIA AND THE CAUCAB'Us.-Russian correspondence states 
that a great joint-stock company has been formed for the im. 
provement and development of the Caucasus: proposing, in 
short, to supply to a rude countrF at once, by adequate organ· 
ized capital, the public works and indulitrial machinery which 
would otherwise be accumulated only by the slow progress of 
ages, if at all. 

&Now IN LOUISIANA.-A correspondent adds to the catalogue 
of snow storms in eighty years, one which he witnessed in 
Madisonville, La., on the 18th of February, 1864, on which 
day also, as a letter informed him, it was snowing furiously 
in New Orleans. Since that time [until the present year, as 
our paragraph meant but failed to say,] no snow has fallen in 
Louisiana--so far as we are informed. 

GLASS-ENGRAVING INK.-M. Kessler's successful experiments 
in engravihg flint glass by means of alkaline fluorides and 
acids have led to the preparation of an ink from hydrofluate 
of ammonia and hydrochloric acid, with which characters and 
designs may be written ineffaceably upon glass. 

A GREAT RAILROAD FERBY PROPOSED.-The North Eastern 
Railway Company of Switzerland, with those of Wurtemberg 
and Baden, are discussing a plan and estimates for carrying 
the trains aeross the lake of Constance on steam rafts of 20Q 
horse power. 

HORSES are beginning to receive the benefit of ooresthesia 
in surgical operations. It has been applied with success lo
cally, both by means of ether, and of the rhigolene spray. 
Many oorsos may thus be saved by operations which other
wise would be impossible or fruitless. 

THE CALIFORNIA BoRAX COMPANY ships 2,500 Ibs. of borax 
LIGHT AND HYDROGEN.-It is a sugg61stive statement, if cor- and upwards every day, pt, It cost for all expenses of $90 a 

reet, that an atmosphere of hydrogen supplios to plants the tun. The article is said to oe worth $320 a tun in the Euro
want of light, enabling them to grow green in the dark. pean market, and $600 in the American. 

VENTILATION METEB.-General Morin has submitted to the 
French Government an electric anemometer, by which the 
state of ventilation in hospitals and publie buildings is accur· 
ately indicated. 
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Itnproved Horse Rake. 
This rake appears to be one of the best we have yet seen, 

judging from the model before us. That at least works ex
cellently well. It is a revolving rake; as soon as the acting 
line of teeth are loaded, a slight motion of the driver's hand 
raverses the rake and lays the hay in windrows ready to be 
ricked. The rake proper rota tes in straps on the lower ends of 
curved bars which serve also as a means of attaching the 
horse. From these bars pro ject, at the rear, two guiding bars 
properly united by connecting rods, the upper one serving as 
a handle for the driver. These 
rear bars are pivoted to the 
curved supports, and at their for· 
ward ends are bolted to reversed 
V-shaped springs, one leaf of 
which is iree to work in the angle 
of the spring. Holders to keep 
these springs in place while work-
ing are attached to the curved 
bars directly over the springs, 
which act to keep the forward 
part of the rake to the ground. 
The inside cross-bar below the 
dri ver's hands has a stop or pen
d ul um connected by a pi voted rod 
with the cross bar on the draft 
or curved shafts. This pendu-
1 um acts with the springs on the 
forward side of the rake to keep 
it in. position. 

When the rake is full and it 
is desired to empty the load, the 
driver slightly pulls on his han
,dIe, which draws back the curved 
shafts and disengages the pen
dulum, allowing the rake to ro
tate. The back of the rake, in 
coming to place in front, acts on 
the inclined side of the V springs, 
pressing it in un til the teeth have 
passed it, when the bottom shuts 
over the teeth, holding all snug. 
The holders over the springs and 
the supports of the pendulum at 
the rear are adjustible to regu
late the draft. The rake is 
made quite light, is easily man-
aged, and appears to be a very 
desirable implement. It was patented by Atlas H. Chaplin, 
Tecumseh,Mich., who will furnish any other particulars desired. 

-_ .. 

[For the SCienttilc American.] 
GOLD HUNTING AND GEOLOGY. 

Within the last fifteen years a series of excitements, in rela
tion to discoveries of gold, have occurred in Ohio,Indiana, and 
Iowa. In nearly every instance some gold was found, but the 
localities never afforded it in paying quantities, and disap
pointmWlt followed. None were ever paid for their labor. 

The question naturally arises, if some gold has been found 
in the states named, why may it not exist there in quan
tities as well as in the Carolinas, Georga, and the Pacific 
States and Territories? It may be well to answer this ques
tion in the light of Geology. 

All gold and silver is derived from fissures in the rocks, 
which have been filled with these metals from the interior of 
the earth. These veins never exist, except in regions where 
there has been much disturbance of the earth's crust, by what 
geologists call plutonic action, to distinguish it from volcanic 
action. The stratified rocks of the globe, when undisturbed, 
lie in horizontal layers or beds, and, where no internal heat 
hits reached,them to change their condition by metamorphism, 
are usually more or less filled with fossil remains of vegetables 
and animals. In such rocks minerai veins are not to be found, 
such as gold, silver, and copper. But where the strata have 
been thrown up into a vertical or inclined position, there me
tallic veins may be expected. Silver and copper are usually 
found in these veins, in the form of ores which are soluble in 
water ; but gold being insoluble in the acids existing in na 
ture, is always found in its pure state as a metal,though often 
in such minute particles that it cannot be detected by the eye. 
As time wears away the rocky strata,including the gold veins, 
this metal, remaining undecomposed, is strewed over the sur
face in the vicinity of its veins, or is carried away by rains gla
ciers, or currents of water, along with the sands, gravel and 
rocky fragments with which it becomes intermingled. Being 
of greater specific gravity than the debris of the rocks, the 
gold in its transportation finds its way to the battom of the 
loose deposits, and is mostly found resting,there upon the un-
decomposed rocks. 

. 

Gold is found then in two conditions: included in veins, and 
strewed over the surface at the base of drifted deposits. But 
silver and copper, occuring generally in the form of ores sol
uble in water, mostly disappear from the surface as the veins 
are worn down,and are not found in paying quantities, except 
at depths at which they remain unaffected by atmospheric 
agencies. 

Now, whenever surface-gold is found in a region where the 
rocks are disturbed, the geologist infers that gold veins exist 
near at hand; but if the rocks are undisturbed, the finding of 
surface-gold is no indication that veins exist in its vicinity. It 
must have been transported from a distance. along with the 
drifted deposits at the base of which it is found. 

Throughout Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa, the rocks are 
all of the stratified order, and remain nearly horizontal, hav
ing never been broken up by plutonic action and the intrusion 
pf metallic veins. The only exceptions ar� in the lead re-

J dtntifit �tUtritnu. 

gions of Illinois and Iowa, where disturbances have occurred. 
According to geological science, gold veins are not to be found 
in any of these states where the rocks remain horizontal, but 
gold has been found in them all. How is this fact to be ex
plained.? In the states named, there is strewed over the sur
face of the country, in irregular beds of various depths, what 
is called the diluvial formation. It is composed of boulders of 
granite and metamorphic rocks, gravels, sands, clays and 
portions of the local rocks. No granite, syenite, gleeiss, or 
other primary rocks exist, in place, in any of these states. The 

-. 

CHAPLIN'S HORSE RAKE. 

masses of them, strewed over the surface, and forming part of 
the diluvium,have therefore been transported to their present 
resting places from a distance. What little 'gold has been 
found is included in this diluvium, and has been transported 
along with the boulders. All the varieties of rocks represen
ted in the diluvium, are to be found to the north-west, in the 
Lake Su I!erior and Rocky Mountain regions. Their transport
ation eastward is supposed to have been effected by the 
agency of icebergs, at a period when the continent was im
mersed in the waters of the ocean, or by the inflowing of the 
sea over the continent from the north-west. The particles of 
gold in the diluvium, must have been derived from that 
source. It is no more strange to see gold in this formation, in 
Ohio, than to see blocks of granite in it there. As granite 
must exist in place, so also must gold veins exist there ; but 
to what extent, and in what quantities, none can yet deter
mine. 

The foregoing deduction was made in 1858, when no dis
coveries of gold had been made as far north as Nevada, Idaho, 
etc., and supplies an additional proof of the value of geolog
ical facts and sound deductions therefrom. 

From all the examinations made in the states under con
sideration, no encouragement is afforded to the gold hunter to 
dig any longer in their diluvial deposits. It must be labor 
lost. This will be apparent when it is considered, that the 
veins from which the gold already found has been derived, 
must be located at a distance north-west, beyond the range of 
the undisturbed and fossil-bearing rocks; and that he who 
would find it in paying quantities, must shift his labors to 
tha t distant field of action. 

It has been said that the rocks of Ohio and Indiana are 
nearly horizontal ; and that they have not been subjected to 
volcanic action and the intrusion of mfltallic veins. This is true 
also of the greater part of some of the other western states, 
A line drawn from Sandusky City, to Knoxville Tenn. presents 
the strata of the rocks nearly horizontal as far as Cumberland 
Mountain. South of this point the disturbances commence, 
and extend for nearly three hundred miles, or to where the 
newer formation begins. Within this space all the veins of 
copper and gold-bearing quartz are found. Nearly everywhere 
along this line, after entering the mineral range, the strata are 
highly inclined and metamorphic-in some places being nearly 
vertical. The same condition of the rocks exists in California, 
where both surface gold and vein gold are found. 

Could the gold hunters of Ohio and similar states see the 
vast difference between the geology of a true mineral region 
and that of the one they have been vainly exploring, the con
trast would be so striking as to make them desist at once 
from their fruitless toils ;. and did editors possess a little more 
knowledge of geology, it would prevent them from misleading 
their readers to an injurious extent, by reporting the discovery 
of valuable mines where that science says none can exist. 

D. C. 
----------4.�, •• �--------

CHOLERA ANIMALCULEs.-Dr. Kolb, of Vienna, has found by 
microscopic examination that the rice-water discharges con
tain countless mushroom-like insects, ox" entomistic excres
cences." To destroy these Organisms and arrest their propaga
tion, is the problem now betore the profession. 
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WHY A BELT RUNS ON THE LARGEST DIAMETER OF .&. 
PULLEY. 

In OUI issue of Feb. 16th, we stated, in reply to a question 
of a correspondent, that if the two shafts connected by a belt 
were kept in line with each other, i. e., parallel, and the belt 
itself kept straight, there would be no necessity of having the 
faces of the pulleys crowning; but that if the shafts were 
slightly out of line, the tendency of the belt, as of liquids on a 

revolving shaft, was, by centrifugal motion, to traverse the 
part furthest from the center, and 
therefore the belt would seek 
the crowning portion of the pul
ley .  

J.  S . ,  of Connecticut, thinks 
this reason will not apply to all 
cases, no matter what the speed 
of the shafts, i. e" that of the 
pulley faces. He further says : 
" Unless any belt having widt h 
runs on a straight pulley at 

- right angles to the axis of rota
tion it will work toward that 
edge of the pulley nea rest the 
end of the shaft with which it 
forms the acute angle. Now if a 

belt having width is laid on a 
taper pulley at right angles to 
the axis, that edge of the belt em
bracing the largest circumference 
will move faster than the other 
edge and the belt will be bent 
edgewise, and a short portion 
will approach the pulley at an 

���I=; acute angle on the side toward 
� the largest diameter, and conse
::���� quently the belt must work grad

ually to the largest part of the 
pulley." 

We cannot see in whitt respect 
the statement of our correspond
ent affects the reply we made. 
He acknowledges that if the 
shafts are not in line the belt 
will tend to that portion of the 
pulley furthest from the axis, 
and that the belt will necessari
ly become crooked. Our position 

was precisely the same; but J. S. seems to ignore the force of 
centrifugal mo tion unless the motion is rapid, which is, w e  
think, a n  untenable position. 

J. W. S: also attacks the centrifugal theory by the same 
statement in regard to a curved belt, made so by the stretching 
of one edge. He illustrates his idea by a diagram of a wide
face, crowning pulley, with a belt running with one edge on 
the largest diameter and the other on a smaller diameter at 
the end of the pulley, and says that though the shafts may 
be in line the curve of the belt will in reality direct the belt 
on the pulley at an acute angle, or out of line, and as every 
turn of the pulley tends to roll the belt to the center, it will 
so move until the strain is equal on both edges. 

If this is so, and only the etretching of the belt's edge com
pels it to traverse the highest point, it would seem that one 
edge being once curved, the time could not arrive when the 
strain would become equal on both edges, unless the belt 
passed its width entirely over the highest part or crown of 
the pulley, when the belt would have a.ttained its normal 
condition of straightness and again repeat the process of 
traversing transversely indefinitely. 

.. _. 

[For the SOientific AmeriOlln.] 
OUR NAVY---ONE STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. 

The Hon. Mr. Grimes has introduced a bill in the Senate of 
the United States, the principles of which if carried out, will 
do more toward improving our navy than any Act of Congress 
passed since the Rebellion broke out. The bill proposes to 
create a Board of Commissioned Officers consisting of three 
Line Officers, a Chief Engineer, and a Naval Constructor, "who 
shall examine all plans and specifications for the construction, 
equipment, armament, and repair of all vessels," before any 
money shall be expended or contract made for the construction 
of any vessel of war." This certainly looks as though the 
object of constructing ships was to be well considered and the 
plans carefully matured before the work was commenced, 
either in the navy yards or contracted for by outside parties. 
It is time that we adopted the principle of knowing before
hand whether we are going to build fighting ships or pleasure 
yachts; or whether the vessels we propose to build will, when 
prepared for sea, float, and if so, whether the guns can be 
worked in a seaway. 

One wonld believe after reading the well-written Report of 
the Hon. Secretary of the Navy, if not conversant with a de
tailed history, that we had a very respectable and formidable 
navy, both in numbers and strength, and quite sufficient for 
the protection of our commercial interests and our rights in 
any foreign country. Undoubtedly our aim should be to have 
a navy that can fight not only gun for gUlJ. but tun for tun of 
any naval power whatever; for by such a standard, our 
relative strength must be compared. If we do not keep on 
hand, built and ready for equipment, so large a number of 
vessels of war as some other nations do, we must be prepared 
with the requisite facilities, such as materials and tools, navy 
yards, dry docks, workshops, and storehouses, with which a 

large number of ships could be built on the shortest possible 
notice, and that will constitute our naval strength. 

Cit\) any olle of CQmmon capacity l.'eview w}J.at hlUi beeu done 
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